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Abstract:

Classification task in data mining is distinguish between 
objects of different classes and predictive modeling to predict the 
class label of unknown record. In this paper, we present the k-nearest 
neighbor classifier technique(KNN) which is the simplest Machine 
Learning algorithms method of classification task including 
basic concept of KNN method, KNN advantages ,Limitation of 
KNN and application of KNN . We show Several major studies 
and researches that had been done to enhance the KNN method. 
The goal of this survey is to provide a comprehensive review of 
k-nearest neighbor classifier technique(KNN) in Data mining.
keywords— classification technique,  analogy, k-nearest neighbor 
classifier.

المستخلص:
ــة  ــات مختلف ــن فئ ــات م ــن كائن ــز ب ــي التميي ــات ه ــن البيان ــب ع ــف في التنقي ــة التصني مهم

والنمذجــة التنبؤيــة للتنبــؤ بتســمية فئــة الســجل  )الكائن(غــر المعــروف. هــذا البحــث يقــدم دراســه عــن 

تقنيــة مصنــف الجــار الأقــرب )KNN( وهــي أبســط طــرق خوارزميــات التعلــم الآلي لمهمــة التصنيــف في 

 KNN  التنقيــب عــن البيانــات. وقــد تــم تنــاول الحديــث في هــذه الورقــه عــن  المفهــوم الأســاسي لتقنيــة

المزايــا التــي تميزهــذه التقنيــه , تطبيقــات KNN في جميــع مجــالات الحيــاه , وقــد تــم تنــاول قصورهــذه 

التقنيــه في بعــض المواضــع ممايقلــل مــن فعاليتهــا  وتــم  عــرض العديــد مــن الدراســات والبحــوث التــي 

ــم  ــتطلاع  و تقدي ــو الاس ــه  ه ــذه الورق ــي في ه ــدف الرئي ــور. اله ــذا القص ــن ه ــد م ــا للح ــم إجراؤه ت

مراجعــة شــاملة لتقنيــة المصنــف الأقــرب لـــ )KNN( في تنقيــب البيانــات.
1.Introduction:

Data mining is [10] a process of extracting and discovering 
patterns in large data sets . It  has many Tasks divided to Prediction 
Methods – Use some variables to predict unknown or future values 
of other variables like Classification and  Regression tasks. The 
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other method of data mining is description Methods – Find human 
interpretable patterns that describe the data like Clustering and 
Association Rule tasks. Classification task is assigning objects to 
one of several predefined categories. It learning a target function 
that maps each attribute set to one of predefined class labels . This 
function also know classification model it useful for both descriptive 
modeling that can serve as an explanatory tool to distinguish 
between objects of different  classes  and  predictive modeling  to 
predict the class label of unknown record[13] a general approach for 
solving Classification problem is systematic approach for building 
classification model from input set. Numerous classification 
methods involve techniques like decision tree induction, Bayesian 
networks and k-nearest neighbor classifier. In the present paper, 
we have concentrated on the techniques necessary to do this. In 
particular, this work is concerned with k-nearest neighbor classifier.
2.  Concept of k-nearest neighbor classifier:

The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm one [12] of the 
simplest Machine Learning algorithms based on Supervised 
Learning technique. It can be used to solve both classification and 
regression problems.  The KNN algorithm is based on learning by 
similarity. The training samples are described by n dimensional 
numeric attributes  .all of the training samples are stored in an 
n-dimensional pattern space. to predict the target label by finding 
the nearest neighbor class. The closest class will be identified using 
the distance measures like Euclidean distance .

where the Euclidean distance between two points. X=(x1,x2,……,xn) 
and Y=(y1,y2,….,yn) 
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Fig.1 shaw k-nearest neighbor classifier work
3. The  advantages of KNN algorithm, summarized as follows:

K-Nearest Neighbor is one of the simplest Machine
Learning algorithms based on Supervised Learning technique. 

It assumes the similarity between the new case/data and 
available cases and put the new case into the category that is 
most similar to the available categories.

KNN algorithm stores all the available data and classifies 
a new data point based on the similarity. This means when new 
data appears then it can be easily classified into a well suite 
category by using K- NN algorithm. 

This algorithm can be used for Regression as well as 
for Classification but mostly it is used for the Classification 
problems. 

KNN is a non-parametric algorithm, which means it does 
not make any assumption on underlying data.

Without points or numbering
4 .Application of  of KNN algorithm in real life

K-nearest algorithm has various uses in day life. scientists and
the beginner of machine learning use this algorithm for a simple 
task. Some of the uses of the k nearest neighbor algorithm are:

Finding diabetics ratio
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 We can use K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm to judge the ratio 
of diabetes , If we figure out the data of age, pregnancies, glucose, 
blood pressure, skin thickness, insulin, body mass index and other 
required data ,we can easily plot the probability of diabetes at a 
certain age.
Concept Search:

 Concept search is the industrial application of the K Nearest 
Neighbor Algorithm. It means searching for similar documents 
simultaneously. The data on the internet is increasing every single 
second .The main problem is extracting concepts from the large 
set of databases. K-nearest neighbor helps to find the concept from 
the simple approach. 

Finding The Ratio of Breast Cancer In the medical sector.
  The KNN algorithm is widely used. It is used to predict 

breast cancer. Here KNN algorithm is used as the classifier. The K 
nearest neighbor is the easiest algorithm to apply here. Based on 
the previous history of the locality, age and other conditions KNN 
is suitable for labeled data.

Recommendation System
  All search engines use the algorithms of k-nearest neighbor. 

The 35% revenue of Amazon comes from the recommendation 
system. Decide the online store, YouTube, Netflix, and all search 
engines use the algorithms of k-nearest neighbor.
Without points or numbering:
5. Limitation of KNN Algorithm

It is called a lazy learner  algorithm because it does not learn 
from the training set immediately instead, it stores the dataset and at 
the time of classification, it performs an action on the dataset. KNN 
algorithm at the training phase just stores the dataset and when it gets 
new data, then it classifies that data into a category dataset using the 
testing dataset can be computationally expensive. Since the KNN 
algorithm requires no training before making predictions, new data 
can be added seamlessly which will not impact the accuracy of the 
algorithm. Accuracy depends on the quality of the data. With large 
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data, the prediction stage might be slow. It Require high memory – 
need to store all of the training data.
Without spaces:

Many researchers have studied methods for enhance and 
improve the e efficiency of  K Nearest neighbor (KNN)  algorithm 
for classification.

Charu Gupta,Kratika Goyal , Dharna Gureja , Enhance k 
nearest neighbor using dynamic selected, 2004 , their idea  KNN 
algorithm has large memory requirements as well as high time 
complexity. Several techniques have been proposed to improve 
these shortcomings in literature. they have first proposed novel 
improved algorithm. It is a combination of dynamic selected, 
attribute weighted and distance weighted techniques. Experimental 
results have proved that their proposed algorithm performs better 
than conventional KNN algorithm.

Parvin et al ,Modified K-Nearest Neighbor,2008 , present a 
modified weighted kNN algorithm to enhance the performance of 
kNN. The algorithm preprocesses the training dataset using the 
testing dataset. The preprocessing first determines the validity of 
each data point by measuring its similarity to its k neighbors and 
then measures its distance weight to each data point in the testing 
dataset. The product of the validity and distance weight for each 
data point produces a weighted training dataset. This reduces a 
multi-dimensional dataset into one dimensional dataset, which  
improves the efficiency of kNN.

Karina Giberta,b, Miquel Sànchez-Marrèa,c, Víctor Codinaa 
(2010) Presented a study entitled (Choosing the Right Data 
Mining Technique) Classification of Methods and Intelligent 
Recommendation  One of the most difficult tasks in the whole 
KDD process is to choose the right data mining technique, as the 
commercial software tools provide more and more possibilities 
together and the decision requires more and more expertise 
on the methodological point of view. Indeed, there are a lot of 
data mining techniques available for an environmental scientist 
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wishing to discover some model from her/his data. This diversity 
can cause some troubles to the scientist who often have not a clear 
idea of what are the available methods, and moreover, use to have 
doubts about the most suitable method to be applied to solve a 
concrete domain problem. Within the data mining literature there 
is not a common terminology. A classification of the data mining 
methods would greatly simplify the understanding of the whole 
space of available methods. Furthermore, most data mining 
products either do not provide intelligent assistance for addressing 
the data mining process or tend do so in the form of rudimentary 
“wizard-like” interfaces that make hard assumptions about the 
user’s background knowledge. In this work, a classification of 
most common data mining methods is presented in a conceptual 
map which makes easier the selection process. Also an intelligent 
data mining assistant is presented. It is oriented to provide model/
algorithm selection support, suggesting the user the most suitable 
data mining techniques for a given problem.

Lingyun Wei ,Xiaoli Zhao,  , An Enhanced Entropy-K-
Nearest Neighbor Algorithm Based on Attribute Reduction, 2014 
, presented a scalable kNN algorithm to reduce the computation 
time for a large training dataset by clustering the dataset to N 
clusters and distributing them to N machines where each machine 
is assigned an equal amount of data to process. The master server 
distributes the query for a testing data to predict its class so that 
each machine can perform the kNN algorithm execution in parallel 
and return the results to the master server for consolidation.

Selahaddin Batuhan Akben1 and Ahmet Alkan ,  An Improved 
KNN Algorithm Based on Kernel Methods and Attribute Reduction, 
2015 , they proposed  to reducing the effect of noisy data. In the 
first stage of the proposed method, they coefficient of density of 
each element in the training set was obtained by Parzen window 
method. And then, the membership of each test element was 
determined according to the total of density coefficients (weights) 
of neighbors belonging to the same class. As for the last stage, the 
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performance results of the frequently used KNN methods and the 
proposed method (Density-weighted KNN, Classical KNN and 
Distance-weighted KNN) were compared.

Dhrgam AL Kafaf, , B-kNN to Improve the Efficiency of kNN 
, 2017 , he present the B-kNN algorithm to improve the efficiency 
of kNN using a two-fold preprocess scheme built upon the notion of 
minimum and maximum points and boundary subsets. For a given 
training dataset ,B-kNN first identifies classes and for each class ,it 
further identifies the minimum and maximum points (MMP) of the 
class. A given testing object is evaluated to the MMP of each class. 
If the object belongs to the MMP, the object is predicted belonging 
to the class. If not, a boundary subset (BS) is defined for each 
class. Then, BSs are fed into kNN for determining the class of the 
object. As BSs are significantly smaller in size than their classes, 
the efficiency of kNN improves.

Yu et al , Indexing the Distance: An Efficient to KNN 
Processing, 2001 introduce a distance-based kNN algorithm to 
improve the efficiency of kNN by preprocessing the training dataset. 
The preprocessing involves partitioning the training dataset and 
identifying the centroid of each partition to be a reference point 
to The partition. Then ,they compute the distance of each data 
point in the partition to the reference point and index the distances 
in a B+ tree. For a testing data, the closest partition is found by 
computing the distance of the data to the centroids of partitions. 
Once the closet partition is identified , the B+ tree of the partition 
is used to search the nearest neighbor to the data in the partition.

Najat Ali (2019)  Presented a study entitled (Evaluation of 
k-nearest neighbor classifier performance for heterogeneous data 
sets) she work on measuring the distances between the test sample 
and the training samples to determine the final classification output. 
The traditional k-NN classifier works naturally with numerical 
data. where data can be described as a mixture of numerical 
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and categorical features. For the sake of simplicity, her work 
considers only one type of categorical data, which is binary data. 
In her proposed, several similarity measures have been defined 
based on a combination between well-known distances for both 
numerical and binary data, and to investigate k-NN performances 
for classifying such heterogeneous data sets. The experiments 
used six heterogeneous datasets from different domains and two 
categories of measures. Experimental results showed that the 
proposed measures performed better for heterogeneous data than 
Euclidean distance, and that the challenges raised by the nature of 
heterogeneous data need personalised similarity measures adapted 
to the data characteristics.

6. Conclusion:
The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm is one of the 

important introductory supervised classifier algorithms. K-NN 
algorithm stores all the available data and classifies a new data 
point based on the similarity, class. The closest class will be 
identified using the distance measures like Euclidean distance. It 
is simple Machine Learning algorithms and it does not make any 
assumption on underlying data , these led  Motivation to use it. on 
the other side it has many Limitation like it does not learn from the 
training set immediately, it stores all dataset spending time , that 
is why it is called a lazy algorithm which is useless in big data . 
Therefore, a lot of efforts are made to improve its performance .

In future work, This algorithm is one of the simplest machine 
learning algorithms and it has many uses in practical life as it enables 
us to create models with great benefits. Therefore, many studies 
must be conducted to improve its performance by addressing its 
shortcomings.
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